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Director’s Desk :Content
Having completed 26 years of existence, we
have faced numerous challenges and hurdles
and thus have always been able to overcome
them with our experience and expertise. The
year 2020-21 was indeed one such year, being
hit by the unforeseen covid -19 pandemic took us
all by surprise. It took a toll specially on our

development sector affecting our education institutions. When it
felt like the worst was over, unfortunately a second wave of Covid
again gripped the country with even higher ferocity. Despite this
pandemic being unpredictable and unprecedented, it did not stop
us from getting our hands dirty and going right back to fixing
things up. At NYSASDRI we relied on agility, and a pragmatic
approach to counter this pandemic. Till date continued efforts are
going on and we are working with people for betterment of their
lives.

Regardless the pandemic the swadhar greh continued to
rehabilitate and shelter women facing difficult circumstances. The
NSJS moved their classes online continued through virtual
platforms and conducted the offline exam by completing adhering
to the covid 19 safety protocols and procedures. We hosted a
vaccination drive at our hospital along with conducting campaigns
and distributing relief for covid 19 purpose.
We are very grateful to all of you for your kind support you have
extended to achieve the objective and materialize them in action.
Special thanks to the members who risked their lives in order to
benefit others. We hope our values and our work continue to
resonate with you and nudge you to get involved and take action.
During this protracted pandemic, I wish that all members of
NYSASDRI’s family and the country at large stay safe and follow
Covid safety protocol.

Sarangadhar Samal
Director



About NYSASDRI:
NYSASDRI’ (National Youth Service Action and Social Development Research Institute), a non-profit

organization has been evolved from a village youth club of 1973 to an NGO being registered under the

Indian Societies Registration Act, XXI of 1860

NYSASDRI operates in mostly remote and inaccessible pockets of 12 districts in Odisha where majority of

the population is living below the poverty Line. Our development initiative covers the poor and vulnerable

sections of the demography including women, children, elderly, disabled, destitute, marginal farmers, rural

artisans and other under privileged groups and disaster victims. Strategically, we have developed an

integrated direct service delivery approach through research, advocacy, and networking.

Legal status: NYSASDRI registered under Societies Registration Act, XXI of 1860 (Registration No.

DKL-390/80), the Foreign Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA) of 1976 (Regd No. 104890005), section 12

(A) & 80(G) of Income Tax Act in Odisha and CSR00003109

Vision:
To facilitate the process of establishing a

just society by enabling underprivileged peo-

ple to gain power and lead a higher quality

of life with access to common resources and

necessities.

Mission:
 Empowering underprivileged communities

by increased participation in developmental
activities

 Ensuring proper utilization of resources
within the community

 Raising the level of literacy and expanding
access to healthcare and education.

The operational districts are as the following

Angul, Cuttack, Deogarh, Dhenkanal, Jajpur , Jagatsinghpur, Keonjhar, Koraput, Khurda, Puri, Malkangiri
and Rayagada.

It reaches approximately 5.2 million people in
Odisha with its innovative and sustainable

Development strategies.

Strategy:
NYSASDRI's development initiatives are based
upon community participation. The goal is to
increase participation in the planning,
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of
programs so that the programs implemented
can be sustainable long after NYSASDRI’s
initial input. This approach also fosters
community pride and togetherness.

Operational Area & Target Groups



The strategic approach of NYSASDRI encompasses:
Public Education & Awareness, Development Counseling, Skill Training in Health, Education

and Livelihood Program, Promotion and Usage of Local Resources, Networking, Research.

NYSASDRI affiliation with various National and International organizations:
 Member of the International Federation of Settlements and Neighborhood Centers (IFS)

 Kalinga Eye Hospital (A Unit of NYSASDRI) is an ISO 9001:2015 certified institute

 Associate Member of the United Nations Department of Global Communication

 (UNDGC/NGO) (UN Press Release PI/1597 Dated 20th July 2004)

 Institutional Member of Vision 2020, an organization formed by the International Agency for the
Prevention o Blindness (IAPB) and the World Health Organization (WHO)

 Member of Voluntary Action Network India(VANI)

 Member of SWADHIKAR Forum (State level)

 Campaign Against Child Labour (CACL)

 Committee for Legal Aid to Poor (CLAP)

 Women Power Connect

 Member of Global Network of Civil Society Organisations for Disaster Reduction (GNDR)

 Member of Vidhi Pratistan, Odisha

 Kalinga Eye Hospital Empanelled with ECHS

 Kalinga Eye Hospital is certified as NABH Pre-Accredited SHCO.

1. Ms. Maryel Dutrey, MAP, France
2. Ms. Jennifer Staple-Clark, Unite For Sight, USA

3. Dr. Asim Kumar Sil, Vivekananda Mission Ashram Netra Nirimaya Niketana, West Bengal
4. Sri Mark R.T Paul, Rural Development Consultant, New Delhi
5. Dr. Rishi Raj Borah, ORBIS India Country Office, Gurgaon
6. Sri Shashi Ranjan Dash, Chartered Accountant, Bhubaneswar

7. Dr. Arun Kumar Samal, Ophthalmologist
8. Sri Bibhuti Bhusan Das, Former Bank Manager, Odisha Gamya Bank, Dhenkanal
9. Prof.(Dr.) Narayan Ch. Pati, CEHTANA, Bhubaneswar

Our intervention:
 NYSASDRI Educational Complex
 Swadhar Greh
 Family Counselling Centre
 Deemed Orphan programme
 OFSDP-II as NGO Partner
 NYSASDRI School of Journalism and Social work
 Self Help Support to Persons with Disability
 Meikirch Model and Health Care programme
 Sponsorship programme & School Partnership

 Campaign, distribution of relief and special care
during COVID-19 Pandemic

 Covid Care Centre opened in our Govindpur
premises

 VFL2019
 The British Public School (Earlier–ODMCS),

Kashipur
 Affiliation with NCVRT for self finance course
 Kalinga Eye Care programme
 Covid Vaccines Centre

AdvisoryBoard:



Swadhar Greh (for women and girls in distress)
For the rehabilitation of women in difficult circumstances,

NYSASDRI implements Swadhar Greh that provides

shelter to women for a specific period. This shelter home

has a capacity for 30 women and 7 children. During the

year 2020-21, 27 women and 12 children have been

enrolled and added with existing 28 women and 10

children. 28  women   and   09   children   were

Rehabilitated in their families, relative and in-laws house.

A total of 56 residents had been given treatment for health

checkup. The Swadhar Greh provide support unities to

women for learning income generating vocations like

tailoring, Broom making, bamboo crafts, Kitchen

garden, nursery and mushroom cultivation etc. The residents were extended with facilities of

accommodation, food, clothes, sundry daily items, counseling, legal aid, entertainment, recreation

and healthcare check-ups. Total 6 children continued their schooling in the local Anganwadi

Centre and primary school. Under the chairpersonship of Child Development Project Officer,

Gondia, a Committee of Swadhar Greh has been formed. The committee reviews the quality of

food and other provisions, satisfaction of the residents and quality of counseling given on

quarterly basis and recommendations are given for further improvements. Four committee

meetings were organized during the year. Festivals were celebrated and observed the national

days with immense of joy and happiness.

Sl. No of License WCD/ITPA/2016/OT/D09/00030
New enrollment Women–27Children–12
Rehabilitated Women 28 with 09 children
25thJan 2021 Visited District monitoring team
23thNovember20
20

Medical Psychiatrist counselor ICTC
had provided counseling

7th Nov2020 National Health Mission provided 30
mosquitoes’
nets

26thAug2020 Plan International Organization had
sponsored coivd-19 hygienic kits to there
students of Swadhar Greh..



Family Counseling Centre
The Family Counseling Centre (FCC) of NYSASDRI has

extended services to 102 families out of 119 cases enrolled

during the reporting year through counseling in joint and

individual sessions. Counselors holds counseling sessions

where there is active participation from the local Police,

Panchayat Raj Institution members, District Social Welfare

officer and Protection officer those have authority to

reconcile grievances community members may have with

authorities in the region. In response to their specific need,

some families were referred to legal aid cells, police

stations, Swadhar Greh, Ujjawala and

the women’s cell opened by the

government at the district. Four sub-

committee meetings have been

conducted to support community

members with complaints. The sub-

committees also conduct reviews of

current programs affecting the community and approve future plans of action. The family counseling centre

has conducted 37 nos publicity and awareness campaigns on different social issues in the community

about better self-control and reducing violence towards women during the Covid19 and stay at home

situation.

Deemed Orphan

During the financial year 2020-2021, 12 children were

enrolled with previous 10 children and 9 children got

discharged from the home. Special care was

rendered to children in the Swadhar Greh.

Necessary support for education along with

recreation, additional food supplement, health check-

up and medicine for ill children have been provided.

Indoor playing materials such as carom, chess, Ludo,

Chinese checker etc, similarly new clothes on special occasion were bought for them. Major festivals,

national days and even birthdays of the children were observed inside the home campus.

 Nos cases enrolled–119

 Nos of cases solved–102

 Organised: 04 sub-committee
meeting

 Conducted 37 awareness meetings

 Virtual inspection through zoom on



Residential & Day Schooling Primary Education to Children

NYSASDRI Public School (Educational Complex)
NYSASDRI runs a Public School (Educational
Complex for Tribal Girls) at Hukumtola in the
Rayagada district of Odisha. Currently, 100 tribal girls
are being provided with primary education up to class
5. It has provision for accommodation, food, uniform
dress materials, sundry and toiletry items, learning
materials and pocket money, excursions like picnics
and healthcare check-ups and necessary medications.
But due to Covid-19 pandemic situation, virtual classes

were not possible due lack of devices and Covid-19
restriction. Our school teachers are teaching
children at their door steps as physical class at
school. Regular counselling to the students and
their parents are going on, for continuation of
education. Supply of dry ration/food stuff, dress
materials, teaching materials like books, note
sheet, pen, pencil and other education materials as
many students are living with economic crisis due
to pandemic situation. Repaired windows of hostel
building, boundary wall and cleaning of campus.

On 30th September 2020, the Education Complex was inspected by Additional District Welfare Officer,
Gunupur, Special Officer, PA, ITDA, Gunupur and Block Education Officer, Bissam Cuttack.

NYSASDRI School of Journalism and Social work (NSJS)
As we know that the pandemic situation became

vilest in the 2nd week of March 2020, for which all

educational institutions were notified to remain

close for a certain period. Hence, looking towards

the welfare of students and their career,

permission given for the virtual classes and this

platform includes making attendance, attending

classes, connecting on video conferences, joining



Zoom classrooms. Total MSW-39 & MAJMC-14

enrolled in the academic year 2020-21 and 38

MSW and 07 MAJMC passed out from the

institution. Conducted of offline examination 3rd

semester students with followed the strict protocol

provided by UUC/Govt. Prof. (Dr.) Byomakesh

Tripathy, Vice-Chancellor, of Utkal University of

Culture visited the college on 25th September 2020

and observed the safety measures taken by the

Institution for COVID-19 both by Institution staffs

and students. Conducted programme like fresher’s

day cum welcome ceremony, fare well and

observed environment days, Republic Day,

Independence day and International Women’s Day.



Sponsorship programme & School Partnership Programme.

Under this programme the British Public School

(NYSASDRI School), Kashipur, SEED Kanyashram

(Tandapally) and NYSASDRI Public School

(Hukumtola) partnership programme are going on.

Due to Covid Pandemic situation, yet the school was

not opened, our teachers rendered education through

virtual classes, but those students are not able to

attend virtual classes due to network issues. Hence,

teachers are visiting their home on a rotation basis

and guiding them. Creating awareness on Covid-19

and sharing information to children, their parents

regarding mandatory wearing of masks, physical

distancing, provision of thermal scanning and

regular hand washing with soap or sanitizer etc.

Further more, campus development activities, such

as: vegetable cultivation and flower plant planted in

the garden undertaken. Renovated the broken

boundary wall, colouring of furniture, playing

equipment, hostel building front part, changing of roof

of cottage, newly constructed ramps beautification

and regular cleanness of the school campus etc.

Health Awareness through Meikrich Model
Zoom Webinar Meeting on Positive Health organised by

NYSASDRI with Rotary Club of Bhubaneswar Heritage

during the pandemic Covid-19. On 30th August 2020

aforementioned meeting was organised and Prof. Bircher

has shared his vast knowledge on clinical pharmacology.

His innovation the Meikirch Model is a positive health care

approach which is based on the nature of health. In the

Meikirch Model he has explained about the demand of

life, the biologically given potential and the personally

acquired potential. He has focused on five major

components under Meikirch Model approaches such as

Demands of life, biologically given potential and personally acquired potential, social determinants of health

and environmental determinants of health. In this context people are taking a lot of preventive mechanisms

to escape the epidemic situation. After analysis of the situation we learn that Meikirch Model approaches

are also very helpful to prevent from Covid.



Self help support and persons with differently able
As far as we know that the whole country is now

plagued by the Corona epidemic. Under such

circumstances, when the general public is facing a lot

of difficulties, the problems of people with disabilities

are very high. The self help program is helping

persons differentially able in financial assistance,

counselling, vocational training, group efforts etc to

them through this group. They were also warned to be

vigilant about the Corona epidemic and always take

safety measures like use of masks, maintain social &

physical distance, regularly wash hands with soaps,

use of sanitizers, and not to go outside home without any cause etc. During stay at home we have

supported financially to 30 disable persons for managing during the crisis period. Also distributed vegetable

seed kits encouraged them to cultivate vegetables in their land. They cultivate these vegetable seeds which

made them financially viable and profitable in the current situation.

Campaign, distribution of relief and special care during COVID-19 Pandemic

NYSASDRI provided essential dry foods to more than 250 migrant labourer and road side destitute in our

service area in Dhenkanal. Staffs are engaged in community sensitization work, regularly informed to

community about Arogya setu apps, maintaining social distance & hand washing techniques. These are

also in practice at our Hospital, Swadhar Greh and among staffs. NYSASDRI supplied materials

such as soap and masks to 500 people in the community and PPE for our own doctors and health

workers. Counseling services also provided to persons living with panic condition. NYSASDRI

has an ophthalmic institute and in our battle against COVID-19, our frontline health workers such

as doctors, nurses and other groups have played a pivotal role and providing emergency

ophthalmic services to the people are in need. The staff at Hospital not only treat the patients,

they are also providing face masks to every visitor to the hospital, so as sensitizing the patients,

attendants about the social distancing, hygienic measures to be taken during this out break.



Restoration of Degraded Forests and Livelihood Improvement of Forest
Dependent Communities (OFSDP-II)
NYSASDRI is implementing “Odisha Forestry

Sector Development Project- BANAYAN” in

collaboration with Odisha Forestry Sector

Development Society (OFSDS), Govt of Odisha in

six Field Management Units (FMU) – Dhenkanal,

Hindol, Kamakshya Nagar East, Kamakshya Nagar

West, Sadangi and Kapilash of Dhenkanal district.

The programme functioning since 1st Dec 2017 and

NYSASDRI gained lots of experience in good

platform in the project operational areas. The project

has twin objectives of restoration of degraded forests

and livelihood improvement of forest dependent

communities. In each FMUs 03 staffs consisting of

one team leader and one development officer, NRM,

Farm Forestry and Institutional linkages, and

Development Officer Community Development and

Livelihood deployed by NYSASDRI and total 18 no

staffs engaged in the progamme. Conducted General

Body Meeting of Vana Suraksha Samiti (VSS),

Animator Selection, Formation of Various Working Group Committee, Opening of VSS Bank Accounts,

Survey was conducted for Demarcating of VSS Assigned area and prepared maps by using GPS survey

depicting the forest density, species, slope, area of plantation, Drainage line, Forest Resources and other

information Micro plan preparation, Capacity Building Training, Convergence program with Line

Department, Animators Training, forest development activities like Soil & Moisture Conservation

(SMC),Loose Boulder Check Dam (LBCD) and awareness on Forest Fire is going on.



Besides this exposure visit organized to different resourceful institutions. In addition this  staffs are engaged

in other forest programme like farm forestry, nursery raise, plantation, demarcation of forest, pillar posting,

construction of VSS building, and income generation activities with women self help groups are been

undertaken under this programme.

Sl
No

NameofFMU
Nosof
R. Vil-

lage

Nos
ofGP
Cov-
ered

NosofV
SSs

Covered

To-
talHHs
covered

Total Popula-
tions

Total-
Nos
ofSH
Gs

Total
Nosof
SHGsMe
mbers

1 Dhenkanal 18 12 25 2824 14058 183 2196

2 Hindol 19 13 27 4367 19101 256 2855

3 K.NagarEast 18 9 26 2586 7758 210 2520

4 K.NagarWest 17 13 26 3898 17551 252 2745

5 Sadangi 18 15 28 3822 18525 186 1962

6 Kapilash 13 6 18 2699 8097 133 1463

7 Total 103 68 150 20196 85090 1220 13741

Demographic Position of VSSs under OFSDP-II

Comprehensive Eye Care Services
As the world adapts to circumstances brought on by the pandemic, health and eye care continue to be

essential services needed by everybody. In line with the India government’s guidelines to carry on providing

health care services to those in need,

Kalinga Eye Hospital has partnered with

NYSASDRI to offer safe vision

screening in time of COVID-19. Through

this partnership,3000 people from

underserved communities in Dhenkanal –

farmers, women, migrant labourers and daily

wage workers

– have received free vision screening and

glasses to correct their vision. The vision

screenings are conducted following all

COVID-19 safety protocols with optometrists



wearing their personal protective kits.

Kalinga Eye Hospital Optical expanded and

refurbished the showroom that first opened in

2002. Kalinga Eye Hospital has constructed

additional 1200 sqaure feet waiting area for the

attendants and visitors. Similarly another 200

sqaure feet area been added to the existing

optical shop too.

Three camps were conducted, In Deogarh

district through which 78 people were provided

with ophthalmic consultation and 36 people have under gone sight restoration surgeries at Kalinga Eye

Hospital.

Kalinga Eye Hospital has started offering tele-consultation sessions only for children with eye specialists for

safety.

Presently primary eye care is been provided by Kalinga Eye Hospital through the five vision

centres located in different places of Angul and Dhenkanal district. Athamalik and Khajuriakata,

Gondia, Bhuban and Rajkishore Nagar.

Particulars Performance

Hospital OPD Patients screened at
the Base Hospital

16167

Surgery performed at Base Hospital 3249

Patients screened in the villages 3242

Sight restoration surgeries
conducted at free of cost

2518

Patients provided with Spectacles 3978

Patients screened at Vision centre 4734



Affiliation with NCVRT
This year Kalinga Eye Hospital got affiliated with National Council of Vocational and Research Training for

five vocational training programmes, which are six months Certificate course in Optician, One year

Certificate course in Operation Theatre Technology, One year Certificate course in Nursing Assistant, One

year Diploma course in Ophthalmic Assistant, One year Post Graduate Diploma course in Clinical

Optometry.

Vaccination drive at Kalinga Eye Hospital
Kalinga Eye Hospital was selected as one of the vaccine provider institution for Dhenkanal district. In the

month of March 2021, Kalinga Eye Hospital a unit of NYSASDRI listed by Government as private service

provider institution rendering Covishied Vaccine to 433 above 60 age beneficiaries.

Global Network for Disaster Risk Reduction
Views from the Frontline (VFL) 2019 establishes a local baseline and local monitoring process to measure

progress towards achieving an inclusive “people-centred” approach to resilience-building, as promoted

within the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (SFDRR) and other frameworks part of the

Agenda 2030. In doing so, VFL 2019 aims to increase awareness and strengthen accountability of

governments and inter governmental bodies for a people-centred. After data collection and based on

conclusion and findings prepared local action plan. Then based on the local action plan, local action

planning workshops were organized at respective communities in Jagatsinghpur and Koraput district of

Odisha. In the month of June local action plan workshops were conducted, all primary and secondary

stakeholders participated and shared their views for strengthening disaster preparedness issues,

conservation of ecosystem and natural resources etc. During programme implementation in the month Feb.

to March 2021 we have cleared about role clarity of community, local bodies, PRIs and local government

officials related to disaster preparedness, resilience building and disaster risk reduction, ecological system

and convergence of work etc. Due to Covid -19 the programme was delayed for implementation.

Covid Care Centre
In accordance to every COVID Care Centre must have a dedicated basic life support, in this reference

COVID care centre is being continued in the campus of NYSASDRI, Govindpur, Dhenkanal) that is working

in a best effective way to fight against the pandemic. Looking on the merits, that the most of the people

affected from covid-19 are getting immediate service with an effective manner in their footstep, which is

serving all the age group. On these condition, the positive spirit faclean, Hygienic and peaceful environment

of the campus is helping to reduce the threat of the pandemic. However the dedication of covid-19 staff is

really marvelous and the counselling approach to the patients for positive affirmation as well. Hence, these

dedicated efforts are the main reason for reduction in the COVID-19 patient rate within a short period of

time.



Success Stories
Case Study -1
55 year Tapoi of Jatani, Khordha was missing from her house last six month from Angul District and
rescued by the Bhapur police and left her at One stop center. Next day we rescued her from one stop
center Dhenkanal. That time she has lost her memories, she could not recalled her proper address and
family details that’s why were reached there at 10 am and after referred by One Stop Centre we
rehabilitated her in our Swadhar Greh. After five days lived here she could not express her feelings and
even could not talk a single word to anyone but gradually she could remember a little thing about her
address with family details. After counseling of her, she started to talked about herself and talked with
another one and happily mixed with everyone

And after that we properly took of her medical care along with dressed up her as normally changed her
behavior and mentality and also gave lots of care and affection to other members and participated in
recreational activities of Swadhar Greh. Day by day we found that she was very kind and praised to her son
-in-law and daughter and also she always talked about her son and daughter–in- law and grand children,
and also she was very happy in Swadhar Greh always praised to Swadhar Greh staffs. But due to her
alzheimer’s disease some time she could not recognized to herself and once a day she ran away from here
and here in our staffs are found her everywhere and finally we rescued her from Bidharpur and through
police we connected with her family members. Overall we found she was very innocent and after lost of her
memory she by mistakenly misplaced from Anugul to Dhenkanal. Then we found out her proper address
with family members through Jatani Police Station. And also her family members whose were already filled
a missing case of their mother and too much worried about her missing and they were connected with us
through Jatani Police and their family members came to met with her. Finally after met with her family
members she was very happy and thank full to Swadhar Greh Staffs and police officers and they were
happily taken back to Tapoi Naik to their home at Angul district.

Case Study - 2
Uma Nayak, aged about 26 years old, W/O- Bikram Nayak, belongs to At - Bhubaneswar, Chandaka

Patana, PO - Chandaka, PS - Chandaka, Dist - Khordha.   She married to Bikram Nayak and both the

husband & wife lived together a happy conjugal life till 11years. They have   two sons with them. But later

on, her husband had extra - marital affairs with another woman, which Uma could not tolerate. She was

also tortured both mentally and physically by her husband. So, Uma left her home to save her life. She also

wanted to take her sons along with her but her husband and in-laws are refused to give both the children to

Uma. She was helpless and worried. So, she filed a case in Family Counseling Center (FCC) for case

settlement. FCC gave the notice to both the parties and arranged a session meeting for settlement of the

case. After hearing from the both parties, FCC Counsellor advised both the parties to come for mutual

settlement. The final decision was discussed as Uma will stay in In-law’s house with her children. Her

husband will take all the responsibilities of Uma and children. Both Uma and her husband will visit together

to Uma’s father's house in every three months. All the responsibilities & necessary facilities will be provided

to children by her husband, like, he will admit them in the school, as well as in tuition, if the children ever

get sick, and he will be taken them to the hospital. He also gave his wife Rs.1,500 in every month to spend.

If her in-laws are not providing the above facilities, then they will be punished according to the law. Now the

husband and wife are living happily ever after.



Case Study -3
The mission of Odisha Forestry Sector Development project-II to restoration of degraded forest

through sustainable forest management and alleviating poverty by the way of Livelihood improvement of

Forest Fringed Wellers. Apart of sustainable forest management the drainage line treatment in different

nala’s implemented in Sinkol VSS forest assigned area under Field Management unit, Hindol. VSS forest

assigned area a part of Kandhara R.F covers 195.3 Ha which bears 6 measure Nala’s, along with them 3

Nala’s treated with 10 nos. of Loose Boulder Check Dam with assistance of Rs.1,18,000 which creates 395

man day for 2 ha area, tends to lead livelihood improvement of VSS people . After treatment of Nala’s from

ridge to valley it seems reduce of soil erosion and curtail water velocity, as a result regeneration of plants

along bay of nala appears increasing as well as ground water recharge tremendously which increases

canopy cover of assigned forest area of the Sinkol VSS, also it appears increasing of water level  of near by

water bodies of village area which leads to improve the Bio-diversity of that area.

Livelihood Support to Kusupada VSS with the support of UCORSETI–Sadar
Block, Dhenkanal

In Kusupada VSS all households are ST family and depending on forest. So that P-NGO team planned to

organize a training programme on Goat rearing to enhance their livelihood as well as their earning. So on

16.11.2020 at raining programme organized with support of RSETI, Dhenkanal and 28 nos of VSS

members participated in the training program. It was a “10 days training program” conducted in Kusupada

VSS. The main objective of this training program is to provide hand hold support to any unemployed youth

in the age group of 18-45 years, irrespective of caste, creed, religion, gender and economic status, having

aptitude to take up self employment or wage employment and having some basic knowledge in the related

field can undergo training which is totally free of cost.



Key highlight:
 Our coordination centre Bhubaneswar shifted from Plot No. 138, VIP area to N/2-152 ground floor

from12th September 2020 Saturday.

 On 16th September 2020 at Optical centre of Kalinga Eye Hospital, Dhenkanal handed over with
new look.

 Kalinga Eye Hospital Empanelled with ECHS

 Affiliated with NCVRT, New Delhi for New vocational training courses

 Homage (Antaryami Dhala) (from 01.02.1946 to 20.07.2020) our heartfelt condolences to his family.

 Kalinga Eye Hospital is certified as NABH Pre-Accredited SHCO.

 Covid warriors: Two front line staff Sunil Kumar Mishra and Debasis Samantaray both have fought
with the deadly disease and finally won the battle.

Mrs. Kusum Ghadai Chairperson

Ms. Diptimayee Tripathy Vice-Chairman

Mr. Sarangadhar Samal Member Secretary

Mr. Dhirendra Kumar Mohanty Treasure

Mr. Pravakar Nayak Member

Mr. Manoj Ku. Sahoo Member

Mrs. Kalpana Sahoo Member

Our Board Members

Visitors:
 On 24th September 2020 Vice-Chancellor Prof. (Dr.) Byomakesh Tripathy of Utkal University of

Culture was visited our NYSASDRI School of Journalism and Social Work, Govindpur and encourage
to us for future.

 25th Jan 2021 Visited District monitoring team (Hon’able District Judge, Secretary DLSA, District
Social Welfare Officer, Representative UFUNA, ADM (PH) ) Child Development Officer, Gondia, IIC,
Police station Gondia.

 On 24th Dec 2020 Revenue Divisional Commissioner- (Sambalpur) Sj. Niranjan Sahoo, Mr.Bhumesh
Ch. Behera, Collector-cum-District Magistrate, CDM & PHO Mrs. Sujatarani Mishra.Col.

 S.K.Dash–Medical Officer ECHS, Dhenkanal attended and inaugurated lift services opening and
outpatients waiting space  at Kalinga Eye Hospital

 Feb 22nd, 2021–Dr. Rajesh Kumar Saini, Vision2020 visited Kalinga Eye Hospital

 Dr.Sindhevisited13th December 2020 visited Kalinga Eye Hospital

 ADWO, Gunupur, SO, ITDA, Gunupur, WEO, Bissam Cuttack inspected to NYSASDRI Educational
Complex on 01/10/2020.

 On 12th January 2021 – Dr. B. K. Ray, Regional Director / H.O.D. Asstt. Director, Ministry of Skill
Development and Entrepreneurship, National Skill Institute, Bhubaneswar and a team of export
visited for the purpose of Assessment for Jana Sikshyan Santhan Proposal / documents verification.

 On 24th of March, Sh. Sumant Kumar, Asstt. Director, Ministry of Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship, National Skill Institute, Bhubaneswar.



 On 28th Nov 2020, Mr. Aditya Patanaik, Secretary, Mahamta Gandhi Eye Hospital, M Rangamatia,
Mayurbahnja visited our Kalinga Eye Hospital

 On 9th April 2020, District Social Welfare Officer, District Child Protection Officer and District
Coordinator, UNICEF, Dhenkanal visited Swadhar Greh for inspection

 On 14th May 2020, CDPO and 16th May 2020-IIC, Gondia visited to Swadhar Greh

 On 27th June 2020, DSWO, Dhenkanal visited and inspected the Swadhar Greh

 On 23rd Nov. 2020, Medical Psychiatrist Counselor ICT Chad provided counseling Services to
residents of Swadhar Greh.

Involvement
NYSASDRI VOLUNTEER ABROAD OPPORTUNITY:

Volunteers of all ages and backgrounds having unique characteristics with a great passion in making the

difference in the life of the poorest of the poor have always been a great resource for the institution. This

program is intended to offer you the possibility to learn about and immerse yourself in a foreign culture and

practice cross culture. It will offer you the opportunity to showcase your ideas and your work, and at the

same time provides NYSASDRI; a uniquely valuable and rich opportunity to learn things from you. And we

hope this blending of thoughts, ideas and experience will create a makeable impact on the society in a

positive way. It is a great opportunity to make a real difference in people’s lives in a short amount of time

through Volunteer service. You’ll gain perspective and insights while in the same time the satisfaction of

helping others by living and working side by side with local residents

BECOME A PARTNER:

Based on our operational area, target group, strategy, core competency vision, mission, issues,

transparency and accountability you may select us as a partner agency. We understand that no

single organisation - regardless of size, reputation, or service - can effectively supply all aspects

of a solution and help. Therefore, we have developed an ecosystem of partners around the world

our collaborative partnerships combine best of services and help to the needy person for fulfill

their need and dreams. To find out more about our partner program please contact us on: e-mail

nysasdri@yahoo.com and nysasdri@gmail.org.



Our Current Year Partners

Financial Details

Foreign
Contribution,

58.15%

Govt. Grants,
34.11%

Donation ,
7.74%

Foreign Contribution 55,89,229.47 58.15%

Govt. Grants 32,78,503.00 34.11%

Donation 7,43,734.00 7.7%

Total Receipt 96,11,466.47 100%

NYSASDRI (National Youth Service Action and Social Development Research Institute)
Head Office: At - Santhasara, PO - Santhapur, Via - Gondia, Dist - Dhenkanal - 759016, Odisha, India

Coordiantion Centre: Plot No. N-2/152, Ground Floor, IRC Village, Bhubaneswar - 751015, Odisha, India

Phone: +91-674-2553885, Email: nysasdri@yahoo.com, nysasdri@gmail.com

Website: http://www.nysasdri.org

Meikirch Model


